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1. Introduction

Leonhardt [1] and Pendry et al. [2] recently suggested an interesting technique of controlling the propagation of elec-
tromagnetic fields by the use of metamaterials. In this paper we shall apply this technique to the design of perfect
lenses [3–5], which are able to perfectly reproduce an image on another surface, and “superlenses,” [4, 6–9], which
apply only to transverse-magnetic (TM) waves. In particular, we show that the technique can be used to design trans-
formation media that magnify images beyond the diffraction limit. Perfect cylindrical lenses have been proposed by
Pendry [5], while cylindrical magnifying superlenses were recently proposed by Salandrino and Engheta [6] and Jacob
et al. [7] and experimentally demonstrated by Liu et al. [8] and Smolyaninov et al. [9]. We show that the principle
behind such cylindrical devices can be generalized to arbitrary three-dimensional orthogonal coordinate systems. Us-
ing the oblate spheroidal coordinates, we further show how perfect lenses and superlenses that magnify planar images
with subwavelength features can be designed. The flat object plane is more convenient for imaging and lithography
applications.

2. Perfect lens design

In general, a perfect lens should transmit the electromagnetic fields from one surface to another surface with perfect
fidelity and without any reflection [4]. Let us define a physical space with an orthogonal coordinate system (u′,v′,w′)
that represent the two surfaces by the equations w′(x′,y′,z′) = a and w′(x′,y′,z′) = b, respectively. If we fill the volume
between these two surfaces with metamaterial, an appropriate design of the metamaterial can map the actual fields
on these two surfaces onto any other pair of surfaces in a virtual space [10], with another coordinate system (u,v,w),
so that the fields propagate in a physical medium with material constants (εu′ ,εv′ ,εw′) and (µu′ ,µv′ ,µw′) across two
surfaces in the physical space as if they propagate across the two mapped surfaces in a virtual medium with (εu,εv,εw)
and (µu,µv,µw).

To make the fields propagate from w′ = a to w′ = b without any distortion, one can map the two surfaces in the
physical space onto the same surface in the virtual space. A straightforward way is to map all constant-w′ surfaces
within a ≤ w′ ≤ b in the physical space onto a single constant-w surface in the virtual space. Mathematically, such
a mapping can be achieved if u = u′, v = v′, and w = C for a ≤ w′ ≤ b, where C is an arbitrary constant. Using the
coordinate invariance property of Maxwell’s equations [2, 11], the desired metamaterial properties can be shown to be

εu′ = εv′ = µu′ = µv′ = 0, εw′ = µw′ = ∞, a ≤ w′ ≤ b. (1)

The fields from a point source on the w′ = a surface thus propagate like a ray inside the transformation medium. The
rays follow the w′ coordinate lines, much like the rays in an anisotropic metamaterial crystal described by Salandrino
and Engheta [6].

The highly anisotropic metamaterial specified by Eqs. (1) can be approximately implemented by a stack of thin
slabs with alternate signs of permittivity and permeability. It can be shown that the effective material constants of a
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stack of alternate layers with thicknesses d1 and d2 in the limit of d1 ≪ λ/|n1| and d2 ≪ λ/|n2|, where n1 and n2 are
the refractive indices of the two layers, are [12]

εu = εv ≈
ε1d1 + ε2d2

d1 +d2
, εw ≈

d1 +d2

d1/ε1 +d2/ε2
, µu = µv ≈

µ1d1 + µ2d2

d1 +d2
, µw ≈

d1 +d2

d1/µ1 +d2/µ2
. (2)

With ε1 = −ε2 and µ1 = −µ2, the desired anisotropic metamaterial properties are achieved.

3. Oblate spheroidal perfect lens and superlens

In order to magnify a planar two-dimensional object, the oblate spheroidal coordinate system (x = α coshwcosvcosu,y =
α coshwcosvsinu,z = α sinhwsinv), depicted in Fig. 1 (a), turns out to be an ideal choice. The w′ = 0 surface is a disk
that can be used as a flat object plane (Fig. 1 (c)), while the constant-w′ spheroidal surfaces expand radially, so that an
image transmitted along these surfaces is magnified and remains undistorted with respect to the transverse coordinates
u and v. The metamaterial properties can be implemented by a stack of spheroidal thin films, as shown in Fig. 1 (d).

Fig. 1. (a) The oblate spheroidal coordinate system. (b) Virtual space for the oblate spheroidal perfect lens. (c) Physical
space, in which the volume between w′ = 0 and w′ = b is filled with metamaterials specified by Eqs. (1). (d) A metamaterial
implementation of the perfect lens.

Although the permeability is difficult to control at optical frequencies, one can still achieve the magnifying super-
lens effect for TM waves by making εu′ = εv′ = 0 or εw′ = ∞. If the transverse permittivity is zero, the TM waves inside
the superlens become quasi-electrostatic waves with an infinitesimal magnetic field component, as is well known in
plasma physics [13]. This leads to severe impedance mismatch between the metamaterial and free space, which is es-
pecially undesirable for a magnifying superlens. Instead, it is preferable to make the longitudinal permittivity approach
infinity, in which case the magnetic field is nonzero and the impedance mismatch problem is alleviated.
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